
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

THE 2017 TOP TEN CATHOLIC ECO-STORIES 
 

A troubled but active year worldwide offers lessons, warnings, and hope for 2018 

 
 

Looking back at 2017, one thing is for sure: tackling the world’s eco-issues is going to take a 
lot more cooperation and understanding then we’ve seen thus far.  Fortunately, our Catholic 
faith is all about universality. 
 

Not surprisingly, then, the top ten Catholic eco-stories follow a few common themes. First: 
the teachings of our bishops—most especially the Bishop of Rome and his predecessors—
have inspired eco-activity in parishes, religious orders, Catholic institutions, and the laity.  
Second: there has been a marked focus on the practical, such as the technical details of 
installing renewable energy, of lowering our consumption of just about everything, and of 
investing ethically.  Lastly, the great theme of 2016 continued and, sadly, deepened in 2017: 
the ongoing divide between political and ideological extremes. 
 

And now . . . our top ten stories: 
 

10. The continued dominance of the global South 
From Africa to South America to the Philippines, nations most often impacted by foreign 
resource extraction and internal governing lapses have seen a groundswell of activism and 
engagement by the Catholic Church—her clergy, religious, and her laity. CYNESA – 
Catholic Youth Network for Environmental Sustainability in Africa’s annual summit offered 
a powerful, multi-day gathering for representatives of the continent’s youth and highlighted 
a host of projects underway and planned, all founded on the teachings of the Church.  In 
November, the Catholic University of Costa Rica, in collaboration with the Ratzinger 
Foundation, sponsored an international symposium on Laudato Si’—an event that 
highlighted many of the eco-issues and achievements in Latin America.  And, as always, the 
Philippines continues to lead the way in showing Catholics the world over how to engage 
the environmental crises of our age, such as concern for indigenous peoples. 
 

9. Catholic involvement in the Season of Creation 
The ecumenical Season of Creation—a period from September 1st (the Eastern Orthodox 
World Day of Prayer for Creation) and October 4th (the Feast of Saint Francis) – in 2017 saw 
an unprecedented array of Catholic global activity: from small prayer services to large 
marches to special liturgies.  
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8. The Global Catholic Climate Movement - GCCM 
The GCCM has been active in many high-profile Catholic eco-activities —from divesting in 
fossil fuels to educational activities, and most especially to coordinating and nurturing 
global “animators,” who make big differences in their local churches and communities.  
GCCM continues to work on multiple fronts to bring Laudato Si' and the realities of climate 
change to pulpits, pews, and classrooms around the world. The group has especially been 
eager to spread the word about the Laudato Si’ Pledge.  
 

7. Catholic divestment in fossil fuels 
In May 2017, nine Catholic institutions announced their break with fossil fuel investments. 
Later in the year, the GCCM and Trocaire, the official development agency of the Irish 
Catholic Church, joined forces to help Catholic institutions make better decisions about 
investments, and about divesting from fossil fuels.  To do so, the groups developed a first-
of-its-kind toolkit titled “Ethical Investments in an Era of Climate Change.”  The document 
is meant to help church leaders, financial officers, and other decision-makers assess their 
investment decisions in the light of Catholic Social Teaching. 
 

6. Church charitable organisations stepping up post-disaster aid 
From international Catholic charities to diocesan efforts, to the Knights of Columbus and 
groups from the Saint Vincent de Paul Society, help in the form of direct monetary aid, 
medical care, temporary housing, counselling, and, of course, spiritual support has been 
nothing less than inspiring.  And given the likelihood of climate-related increases in natural 
disasters—floods, storms, droughts, wildfires, and more—Catholics will have to rely ever 
anew on the grace of God and each other to help our neighbours in need. 
 

5. Pope Francis keeps eco-issues front and centre 
Like his predecessors, the Holy Father has made ecology a prominent issue in Catholic 
Social Teaching.  One of the pontiff’s major eco-statements in 2017 was an unprecedented 
joint declaration with the Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew, issued for the September 1st 
World Day of Prayer for Creation.  That statement, and other and ongoing urgings of the 
Holy Father, continue to inspire Catholics to expand their eco-advocacy. 
 

4. The Vatican keeps eco-issues front and centre 
Following the lead of Pope Francis, Rome has continued its examination of eco-crises with a 
series of conferences held at the Pontifical Academy of Sciences.  From clean water to 
climate change, the Academy has focused on key environmental issues and the social 
implications thereof.  The events are part science and part evangelisation, and they have not 
been without their share of controversy—most notably with the invitation of high-profile 
pro-abortion advocates and politicians. Be that as it may, the work being done by the 
Pontifical Academy of Sciences is meant to build bridges across academic and ideological 
divides.  Vatican news agencies continue to highlight worldwide eco-issues and natural 
disasters in an effort to bring attention to humanity’s impacts on the great garden given to 
us by God. 
 

3. US Catholics respond to President Trump 
From pulling the USA out of the Paris Climate Accord to encouraging fossil fuel extraction, 
the Trump administration has undone a great deal of work these past decades to protect 
creation and address climate change.  Fortunately, the United States has the Catholic 
Climate Covenant, which has stepped up to the challenge – see how you can support them 
on their website. 
 

2. The great divide 
The right-left divide continues to distract and distort so much good that the Church seeks to 
accomplish, especially around life and environmental matters.  In identifying with one 
“side” or the other, too many Catholics place related issues into opposition when, in fact, 
their pontiffs and bishops are instructing them to do otherwise.  There is, of course, much 
we can learn from both the left and the right—and one should embrace and listen to both 
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worldviews, in hopes of bridging divides and building unity, and with the great hope of 
converting a culture of death into one of life.  After all, the only winner in the current state of 
affairs is our ancient enemy, who thrives in and relishes the division that we ourselves bring 
about by placing our loyalty within political ideologies over and above our Catholic identity.  
 

1. Conservatives entering the dialogue 
The new book Pope Francis and the Caring Society allows conservative voices to express their 
views about how best to save the world.  The book provides support for the value of the 
market economy and private property in ecological protection—two realities that are 
abhorred by many eco-advocates (who tend to be left-leaning, or very much so).  The entry 
of conservatives into the very dialogue that Pope Francis has asked for are signs of stirrings 
within the conservative world that we Catholic ecologists should encourage, listen to, and 
even learn from in 2018. 
 

Let us continue onward and upward, together, and with charity, to protect and nurture 
God’s great, life-giving creation, and in the process give support and aid to all our brothers 
and sisters—even the ones we don’t think we agree with.  And may God have mercy on us 
all. Now, let us pray and then get to work … 
 

Bill Patenaude, Dec 28, 2017 | Source: https://catholicecology.net/blog/2017-top-ten-catholic-eco-stories  

 

 

ANALYSIS - DAY ZERO: LESSONS FROM CAPE TOWN'S CRISIS 
 

 
 

Cape Town, South Africa, has been in the news a lot lately, due to its water crisis, labelled 
“Day Zero.”  But what exactly does the term mean?  How did a water crisis like this come 
about, how bad is it, and is it a portent of the future for other cities?  Are major cities 
expected to be in this predicament—and what can we do about it?  Are there any lessons the 
whole experience may hold for those of us living in other parts of the world? 
 

To answer these questions and more, the Bulletin’s Dan Drollette interviewed scientist and 
water conservation specialist Peter Gleick, who helped to define basic water needs and the 
human right to water—work that has been used by the United Nations and in human rights 
court cases.  He has pioneered and advanced the concepts of the “soft path for water” and 
“peak water,” and founded the Pacific Institute. 
  

Dan Drollette: Cape Town is facing what is called Day Zero, which I guess is the date when 
they’re supposed to pretty much run out of water.  What exactly is going on down there?  
What are your impressions? 
Peter Gleick: For the first time, a major city is on the verge of literally turning off its 
municipal water supply system because of a lack of water.  Whether or not it actually 

http://www.independent.org/store/book.asp?id=125#t-0
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happens depends on whether they’re able to implement programs that reduce enough 
demand, and whether it starts to rain.  But it’s really the closest I can recall of a city ever 
coming to turning off the taps.  I can’t remember a previous time that’s happened.  It’s 
unprecedented, and I think it’s a little bit scary.  We’ve seen extreme water shortage or 
flooding in the past, and cities design their water systems for those kinds of extremes.  But 
I’ve never heard of a city literally turning off the taps because there was insufficient supply 
to run the municipal water system. 
 

Dan Drollette: What do you think happened here? About a dozen years ago, the new 
government had managed to provide water to all these communities that had never been 
served before.  Is it a case of human nature, of people taking it for granted that the water will 
always be there—just like air—and no one needs to worry about it? 
Peter Gleick: First of all, South Africa has been a world leader since apartheid ended, in 
addressing previously unmet needs for water and sanitation.  There’s still enormous 
disparities in water availability and use there, but they have top notch water planners and 
managers.  The problem here is a problem that could face any big city, and that is a 
combination of population growth and absolute limits on new supply.  They’re running into 
what I call peak water constraints, and the new reality of climate change.  Previously, water 
planners and managers had assumed that the climate was variable but stable, that there 
would be wet years and dry years but that it wouldn’t be changing over time in the long 
run.  That’s no longer true.  We know that humans are causing climate change, and we 
know that some of the worst impacts will be manifested in changes in the hydrologic cycle 
and changes in water availability and demand. 
 

Dan Drollette: Is there one item that stands out head and shoulders above the rest, or are all 
these factors pretty much equally at fault? 
Peter Gleick: It’s hard to say that any particular water crisis is X percent one or the other of 
any of those factors.  We know that all of those factors are in play here.  We know that Cape 
Town is at the limits of getting any new supply—that there is no more water.  They’re 
overtapping their rivers.  They’re overpumping groundwater.  We know that population 
continues to grow and demands for water continue to grow.  We know that climate change 
is happening.  We know the current drought is showing the influence of higher 
temperatures—which increases demand for water and the loss of water from soils and 
reservoirs—which in turn worsens the severity of the drought that they’re experiencing.  I’m 
not arguing that climate change caused the current drought.  No one is arguing that, so far 
as I know.  But it certainly now appears that climate change is influencing and worsening 
the current drought.  All of these things have come into play. 
 

Dan Drollette: Climate change didn’t cause the drought, but it exacerbates the problem? 
Peter Gleick: Yes, that’s right.  We know that temperatures are higher.  We know that 
higher temperatures increase the demand for water at the same time that they increase the 
loss of water from the reservoirs that serve Cape Town.  We also know worldwide that 
climate change is influencing extreme events.  I think that’s going to turn out to be evident 
here. 
 

Dan Drollette: You mentioned “peak water.”  What’s the best way to explain that concept to 
those of us who have not come across it before?  Is it like the idea of peak oil—that 
hypothetical point when the global production of oil reaches its maximum, and then 
production gradually declines? 
Peter Gleick: The simplest way to think about it is that even though water is a renewable 
resource, there are limits to how much we can take and use.  When you take the entire flow 
of a river—as we do on the Colorado River, or the Yangtze River, or the Yellow River in 
China—then you can’t have anymore.  We might want more water out of the Colorado 
River, but we can’t have it; it’s just not there.  That’s a peak constraint.  In addition, we’re 
overdrafting many non-renewable water resources as well, such as groundwater.  When we 



pump groundwater faster than nature recharges it, it’s like peak oil.  You’re using up a 
stock.  As much as a third of all the groundwater that’s pumped worldwide now comes 
from non-renewable groundwater resources.  That’s a peak limit as well.  More and more 
regions of the world—including places like Cape Town—are reaching what I call peak 
water.  Here’s the way it works. We don’t literally run out. What we run out of is the 
economic ability to pump from ever deeper and deeper levels.  Groundwater levels drop 
when you use them faster than nature recharges them.  It really is like oil in that sense… 
  

Dan Drollette: It sounds like there’s a whole lot of lessons that this experience in Cape Town 
can offer for the rest of us in other parts of the world…  Do you think that there are other 
major cities that are in this predicament?  Or is it pretty much isolated to Cape Town? 
Peter Gleick: No, I would argue there’s nothing special about Cape Town.  I think there are 
many parts of the world that are increasingly likely to face their own Zero Days if we don’t 
improve the way we deal with water.  I would also point out—and this is pretty important—
that even if Cape Town avoids Day Zero, and they’re able to ensure that their population 
continues to receive water, there are hundreds of millions of people worldwide who every 
day, all the time, don’t have access to safe water and sanitation.  If Cape Town solves its 
problem, we shouldn’t forget these other populations who are already at risk of serious 
water problems.  They don’t necessarily live in modern sophisticated cities.  They face a Day 
Zero every day. 
 

Dan Drollette Jr, Feb 16, 2018 |Source: https://thebulletin.org/day-zero-lessons-cape-towns-crisis11519 

 

 

SEVEN WEEKS FOR WATER 2018 
 

 
A boy observes the effects of erosion caused by sand mining in, Colombia. ©Sean 

 

The World Council of Churches Ecumenical Water Network (WCC-EWN) invites you to 
use the season of Lent to reflect on water.  Since 2008, EWN has been providing weekly 
theological reflections and other resources on water for the seven weeks of Lent and for 
World Water Day on 22 March. 
 

https://thebulletin.org/day-zero-lessons-cape-towns-crisis11519


The WCC’s Pilgrimage of Justice and Peace will have a regional focus on Latin America and 
Caribbean region in 2018.  Accordingly, the Seven Weeks for Water in 2018 will take us on a 
pilgrimage of water justice in the Latin America and Caribbean (LAC) region.  The Biblio-
theological reflections and resources for the seven weeks will be based on the water crisis in 
the LAC region and take into consideration issues of justice and peace.  During Lent 2018, 
various activities around the Seven Weeks for Water will take place in LAC region, starting 
with the launch of the Lenten Campaign on Water Justice in Bogota, Colombia on 14 
February, Ash Wednesday (according to the Western traditions of Christianity).  This year 
the reflections are written by theologians and environmentalists from Latin America with a 
LAC perspective.   Incidentally, the World Water Forum is also taking place in Brazil during 
the Lenten period, 18-23 March 2018. 
 

Seven Weeks for Water 2018 Timeline: 

Reflection 
Sequence 

Dates of 
Distribution 

Thematic focus Authors 

1st 12 February 
2018 

Water: Gift and 
source of life 

Ivo Poletto, Brazil, National advisor to the Climate 
Change and Social Justice Forum in Brazil. 

2nd 19 February 
2018 

Is there Fullness of 
Life without out 
water?  

Rev. Gloria Ulloa, President of the World Council of 
Churches, Latin American Region 

3rd 26 February 
2018 

Sweet water  Rev. Dr. Dario Barolin, Executive Secretary, 
AIPRAL (the Alliance of Presbyterian and Reformed 
Churches in Latin America) 

4th 05 March 
2018 

The Daily Struggle 
for water, especially 
by women 

Rev. Adelaida Jiménez Cortes, Pastor of the 
Presbyterian Church of Colombia 

5th 12 March 
2018 

Good living: the 
Road Map to Hope - 
an Ecuadorian 
perspective! 
  

Veronica Flachier, representative of the CLAI (Latin 
American Council of Churches) to the International 
Reference Group of the Ecumenical Water Network 
of the World Council of Churches 

6th 19 March 
2018 

The open taps in 
Latin America  

Prof. Dr. Jerónimo Granados, an Ordained pastor 
of the Evangelical Church of Río de La Plata 

7th 26 March 
2018 

Water: a calling to 
the blessing of 
caring!  

Sr. Raquel de Fátima Colet, She is a Member of the 
Ecumenical Movement of Curitiba (MOVEC) 

 

Source https://water.oikoumene.org/en/whatwedo/seven-weeks-for-water/2018-1 

 

 

GREEN BAL MELAVA 2018 
 

In a first of its kind event, the Archdiocesan Office for Environment (AOE) and the Diocesan 
Catechetical Center (DCC) collaborated to organise the ‘Green Bal Melava’.  This all-day 
event was conducted specifically for catechism students of standards 7th to 10th.  It was held 
on 21st January, 2018 at St Pius X College, the Archdiocesan Seminary in Goregaon.  The 
theme for this event was ‘Nurturing Faith through Nature’.  The Green Bal Melava is an 
inspired initiative of the AOE with the goal to promote and foster Pope Francis’ message to 
Care for Creation within the hearts and minds of the students.  The goal of this event was to 
make sure that the children are made aware of: 
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 The different issues that damage our environment today 

 Their importance as Change-Makers in building the future of this planet 

 The small initiatives that they can take to make a difference. 
 

389 Sunday school children and 70 catechists from 37 parishes participated in the ‘Green Bal 
Melava’.  The event began with a short introduction on Laudato Si' and also a personal 
video message sent by His Eminence Cardinal Oswald Gracias. In his short address, 
Cardinal Oswald thanked the children for their participation and highlighted their role as 
the future hope of our planet and also of our diocese.  After a short prayer service, the 
children then participated in few ice-breakers.  The key-note speaker for the event was Mrs. 
Reena Joseph an environmental activist from the city of Mumbai.  She focused on various 
environmental issues in our city and how we can all help remedy the situation.  As a retired 
teacher, she showed her experience in managing kids as she made the session lively and 
very creative with appropriate use of audio-visual material. 
 

 
 

After the session we celebrated the Eucharist in the main chapel presided by Fr Vincent 
D’Cruz, the Director of the Diocesan Catechetical Center.  In his short and interactive 
homily, he preached on the discernment of the vocation and also connected to our vocation 
as Guardians of our environment.  The after lunch program was highly interactive as the 
children were led in ice-breakers, energisers and action songs.  After these interactions, all 
children were engaged in solving different Life Scenarios.  These Life Scenarios were topical 
issues on Environment, Waste Management, Energy Conservation and so on.  The children 
were also given hands-on tutorial on how to make paper based dustbin bags for dry waste.  
Humorously, these paper bins were also used as hats by many of the children as they moved 
to the Seminary grounds for the Tele games.  As the program came to its end, His Lordship 
Bishop Allwyn D’Silva met the children and he once again reemphasised Pope Francis’ 
message to care for creation.  Fr Joseph Gonsalves, Head of the AOE, then spoke words of 
gratitude for all the participants, catechists and the Seminarians who animated and helped 
in the organisation of this huge event.  As the children left, each of them were presented 
with a special take-away mug with the event logo and Pope Francis’ message from Laudato 
Si' - 'Less is More’. 
 

As we take an account of the day, we observed huge participation from the various parishes, 
the attentive and enthusiastic participation of the children in the sessions and activities 
conducted and their determination to be the change agents in safe guarding and 
preservation of our future.  We surely can conclude that this was a day when we ‘Nurtured 
Faith through Nature’. 
 

Santan Fernandes 

 

 

SOFT DRINKS - A HEALTH HAZARD 
 

Soft drinks are today's trend or much better, you can call them 'fashion' especially among 
the youth.  Do you know that this colorful liquid does not do a bit good to you?  Instead, 
they add up dangerous toxins to your body. 
 



For an enlightening educational and awareness PowerPoint Presentation on SOFT DRINKS 
– A Health Hazard Click the link http://infantjesusjogeshwari.in/gem-ppt-7-softdrinks-
ahealthhazard/ 
 

You can use this PPT to bring awareness on this important issue for various groups like 
school/college students, church groups, NGOs, Hsg society members etc.  Infant Jesus 
website also contains various resource materials like GEM E-Newsletters, 40 PPTs on 
various environmental issues, Eco quizzes, puzzles, group games,  Bible Quizes, Bible study 
articles, Faith/liturgy articles, quizes etc. 
  

Fr Felix Rebello | www.infantjesusjogeshwari.in 

 

 

The AOE website is featuring weekly reflections and tips for Carbon Fasting by Fr Suren Abreu.  
Have a holy and blessed Lent! 

We look forward to your 
comments. 
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